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Yet here, as in the West,the spirit of democracy
is making headway ; how often did I hear such
theories enthusiastically acclaimed in the so-called
progressive circles of the younger generation of
Bombay ! And this in a country which has as-
cribed the founders of its various religions, without
exception, to royal houses ; which in the choice
of objects for its adoration has always had a weak-
ness for gods incarnate in the form of rajas ! But
these progressive young people hope very soon to
change all that, and with a new regime to oust the
ancient institutions of their country, the immemorial
home of autocratic rule.
We had left the bazaars behind us, and now, in
the crowd that thronged the street,  I observed
some Englishmen.   Their air of cool disdain to-
wards the " native " is equalled only by the cold
indifference of Indian eyes, watching the white man
on his lawful ways.   One of the grievances of the
Bombay Indian is the presumption of the English-
man in forbidding him admission to English clubs.
He is offended by the notice posted at the only
decent swimming-pool in the city, announcing in
large letters that the pool and beach are reserved
" For Europeans Only."   He takes as an insult the
regulations of the leading clubs at Delhi and Bombay
denying entrance even to the rajas—even as guests.
His lack of culture (as to which he has no illusions)
galls him ;   he blames the British administration
for not giving him free education such as is provided
by the maharajas for their subjects in the Native
States.   Another  grievance is  that  the subjects
taught young Indians who have  the means to
attend the English schools are totally unsuited to
their needs.   The Indian resents an educational
system which lures the peasant from his fields—only.

